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Preface

The Workshop on Bioinformatics and Computational Biology was held at Hotel Hutnik in
Tatranské Matliare, Vysoké Tatry, Slovakia on September 22 – 23, 2023 as part of the ITAT
conference. While the conference is a traditional forum for Slovak and Czech computer
scientists, the workshop follows a more recent tradition of a relatively irregular extension
of topics into the realm of bioinformatics and computational biology. Similarly to the main
conference (ITAT), it serves as a platform for the exchange of ideas in a friendly but stimu-
lating environment. The workshop allows younger researchers to meet their more seasoned
colleagues in an informal setting, sparking discussions that would be hard to initiate else-
where. For example, the settings often allow for a short hiking trip in the Slovak mountains.
This year the organizers secured a keynote speaker from North America and also reached
out with invitations to colleagues from neighboring countries, giving the workshop a more
international tone.

The topics of the workshop included algorithmic approaches and data structures for se-
quencing data analysis and pangenome representation, molecular modeling, bioinformatics
of repetitive sequences, and medical bioinformatics.

The workshop program consisted of an invited talk by Travis Gagie (Dalhousie University,
Canada), entitled “Flexible grammar-based indexes”, and 14 presentations based on 5 pro-
ceedings articles and 9 short abstracts. All proceedings papers were reviewed by at least
three anonymous reviewers and their full versions are published in the proceedings of ITAT
2023 published by CEUR-WS. This volume contains abstracts of all presentations from the
workshop.
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Flexible grammar-based indexes
Travis Gagie

Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

For highly repetitive texts such as pangenomic
databases, indexes based on grammars (or Lempel-
Ziv parses, string attractors, etc.) are usually signif-
icantly smaller than indexes based on the Burrows-
Wheeler Transform. Nevertheless, they are not
widely used in practice, probably because fast im-
plementations are complicated and support only ex-
act pattern matching. In this talk we will review
theoretical and practical advances in the past ten
years towards computing matching statistics, MEMs,
k-MEMs and MUMs, for example, quickly with
grammar-based indexes. We will close with a sur-
vey of some future advantages of challenges of using
grammar-based indexes for pangenomics.
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Prefix-free graphs and suffix array construction in sublinear space
Andrej Baláž* Alessia Petescia

Department of Applied Informatics, Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

A recent paradigm shift in bioinformatics from
a single reference genome to a pangenome brought
with it several graph structures. These graph struc-
tures must implement operations, such as efficient
construction from multiple genomes and read map-
ping. Read mapping is a well-studied problem in se-
quential data, and, together with data structures such
as suffix array and Burrows-Wheeler transform, al-
lows for efficient computation. Attempts to achieve
comparatively high performance on graphs bring
many complications since the common data struc-
tures on strings are not easily obtainable for graphs.
In this work, we introduce prefix-free graphs, a novel
pangenomic data structure; we show how to construct
them and how to use them to obtain well-known data
structures from stringology in sublinear space, allow-
ing for many efficient operations on pangenomes.

*andrejbalaz001@gmail.com
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Precise Nanopore Signal Modeling Improves Unsupervised
Single-Molecule Methylation Detection

Vladimı́r Boža1 Eduard Batmendijn Peter Perešı́ni1 Viktória Hodorová2

Hana Lichancová2 Rastislav Rabatin Broňa Brejová1 Jozef Nosek2 Tomáš Vinař1

1 Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University in Bratislava, Mlynská dolina, 842 48
Bratislava, Slovakia

2 Faculty of Natural Sciences, Comenius University in Bratislava, Ilkovičova 6, 841 05 Bratislava, Slovakia

Base calling in nanopore sequencing is a difficult
and computationally intensive problem, typically re-
sulting in high error rates. In many applications of
nanopore sequencing, direct analysis of raw signal is
a viable alternative. Dynamic time warping (DTW)
is an important building block for raw signal anal-
ysis. In this paper, we propose several improve-
ments to DTW class of algorithms to better account
for specifics of nanopore signal modeling. We have
implemented these improvements in a new signal-
to-reference alignment tool Nadavca. We demon-
strate that Nadavca alignments improve unsupervised
methylation detection over Tombo. We also demon-
strate that by providing additional information about
the discriminative power of positions in the signal,
an otherwise unsupervised method can approach the
accuracy of supervised models.
Availability and implementation: Nadavca is avail-
able under MIT license at https://github.com/
fmfi-compbio/nadavca. Nanopore sequencing
data sets are available from ENA bioproject PR-
JEB64246. Jaminaea angkorensis reference genome
assembly is available from Zenodo https://doi.

org/10.5281/zenodo.8145315.
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A Simple and Effective Classifier for the Detection of Psychotic
Disorders based on Heart Rate Variability Time Series

Krisztian Buza1,2* Kamil Książek3 Wilhelm Masarczyk4 Przemysław Głomb3

Piotr Gorczyca4 Magdalena Piegza4

1 Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Institute Jozef Stefan, Jamova cesta 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
2 BioIntelligence Group, Department of Mathematics-Informatics, Sapientia Hungarian University of Transylvania,

Targu Mures, Romania
3 Institute of Theoretical and Applied Informatics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Bałtycka 5, 44-100 Gliwice, Poland

4 Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medical Sciences in Zabrze, Medical University of Silesia, Pyskowicka 49,
42-612 Tarnowskie Góry, Poland

In this paper, we focus on automated detection of
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. For this task,
we describe a simple and effective classifier, i.e.
convolutional nearest neighbor. It provides a data-
driven and objective approach for the detection of
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder based on heart
rate variability time series. According to our results,
our approach is able to distinguish whether the se-
lected person belongs to the patient group with an ac-
curacy of 85% and area under receiver-operator char-
acteristic curve of 0.92.

*buza@biointelligence.hu
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ESGq: Alternative Splicing events quantification across conditions
based on Event Splicing Graphs

Davide Cozzi* Paola Bonizzoni Luca Denti

Department of Informatics, Systems and Communication, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy

Alternative Splicing (AS) is a regulation mecha-
nism that contributes to protein diversity and is also
associated to many diseases and tumors. Alternative
splicing events quantification from RNA-Seq reads is
a crucial step in understanding this complex biolog-
ical mechanism. However, tools for AS events de-
tection and quantification show inconsistent results.
This reduces their reliability in fully capturing and
explaining alternative splicing. We introduce ESGq,
a novel approach for the quantification of AS events
across conditions based on read alignment against
Event Splicing Graphs. By comparing ESGq to two
state-of-the-art tools on real RNA-Seq data, we vali-
date its performance and evaluate the statistical cor-
relation of the results. ESGq is freely available at
https://github.com/AlgoLab/ESGq.

*d.cozzi@campus.unimib.it
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Identifying Clusters in Graph Representations of Genomes
Eva Herencsárová Broňa Brejová

Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

In many bioinformatics applications the task is to
identify biologically significant locations in an in-
dividual genome. In our work, we are interested
in finding high-density clusters of such biologically
meaningful locations in a graph representation of a
pangenome, which is a collection of related genomes.
Different formulations of finding such clusters were
previously studied for sequences. In this work, we
study an extension of this problem for graphs, which
we formalize as finding a set of vertex-disjoint paths
with a maximum score in a weighted directed graph.
We provide a linear-time algorithm for a special class
of graphs corresponding to elastic-degenerate strings,
one of pangenome representations. We also pro-
vide a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for di-
rected acyclic graphs with a special path decompo-
sition of a limited width.
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Study of conformational changes of Tau(210-240) upon multiple
phosphorylations using molecular dynamics simulations

Krishnendu Bera123* Thomas Fellmeth12† Alessia Lasorsa45‡ Isabelle Landrieu45§

Jozef Hritz13¶

1 CEITEC MU, Masaryk University, Kamenice 753/5, 625 00 Brno, Czech Republic
2 NCBR, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Kamenice 5, 625 00, Brno, Czech Republic

3 Deptartment of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Kamenice 5, 625 00 Brno, Czech Republic
4 CNRS EMR9002 Integrative Structural Biology, F-59000, Lille, France

5 Univ. Lille, Inserm, CHU Lille, Institut Pasteur de Lille, U1167 - RID-AGE - Risk Factors and Molecular Determinants
of Aging-Related Diseases, F-59000, Lille, France

It is challenging to elucidate the conformational
dynamics of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)
regulated by post-translational modifications (PTMs)
such as phosphorylation. Tau is a well-known IDP,
found hyperphosphorylated in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) in humans [3]. The proline-rich domain of
tau directly interacts with its partner proteins such as
BIN1, 14-3-3 etc. All atoms molecular dynamic (MD)
simulation studies have been performed in microsec-
ond time scale for wildtype and four phosphorylated
(pT212, pT217, pT231, pS235) tau(210-240) pep-
tide using three different temperatures (278K, 298K
and 310K) and two different force field parame-
ters (AMBER99SB-ILDN and CHARMM36m) with
TIP4PD water model as combination of these param-
eters worked the better for IDPs found from our group
previous studies [4, 2]. These four-phosphorylations
cause increase in compactness of the peptide result-
ing bent conformation. From the experimental stud-
ies we found the binding affinity reduced by 12-folds
between SH3 domain of BIN1 protein and tau(210-
240). The binding of associated proteins like BIN1
with tau may alter by the strong salt bridges, forming
nearby lysine and arginine due to the phosphorylation
[1]. Phosphorylation induces a strong structural tran-
sition, with tau(210-240) favouring a bent conforma-
tion. Currently we are testing the coarse grain force
fields. The MD simulation results were verified using
NMR experimental parameters like chemical shift and
3J-coupling [1].

Acknowledgements. Computational resources
were supplied by the metacentrum and IT4 Innova-

*Krishnendu.Bera@ceitec.muni.cz
†Thomas.Fellmeth@ceitec.muni.cz
‡isabelle.landrieu@univ-lille.fr
§alessia.lasorsa@gmail.com
¶Jozef.Hritz@ceitec.muni.cz

tions National Supercomputing Center (OPEN-17-7),
project (e-INFRA CZ 90140 and LM2018140) pro-
vided within the program Projects of Large Research,
Development and Innovations Infrastructures. KB
and JH were funded by the Ministry of Education,
Youth, and Sport of the Czech Republic (MEYS
CR), grant number LTAUSA18168 (Inter-Excellence
Inter-Action), Czech Science Foundation [GF20-
05789L] and the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement no. 873127 –
InterTAU. KB is also supported by Brno Ph.D. Talent
Scholarship – funded by the Brno City Municipality,
Brno, Czech Republic.
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de Bruijn graph and variation graph - common axiomatization of
pangenome models

Adam Cicherski Norbert Dojer

University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

Pangenomes serve as a fundamental framework
for collectively studying the genomes of closely re-
lated organisms. Several pangenome models have
been introduced, each offering distinct functionali-
ties and applications through available tool. Notably,
among the graph-based models, variation graphs and
de Bruijn graphs are widely embraced and utilized.
In our recently written paper [1] we investigated the
relationship between these two models.

De Bruijn graphs (dBGs) consist of nodes
uniquely labeled with k-mers, while edges represent
overlaps of length k−1 between these k−mers. The
construction of a dBG for a specific set of genomes
is a straightforward process and can be accomplished
in linear time due to the strict determination by the
parameter k.

Variation graphs (VG) have nodes labeled with
DNA sequences of arbitrary length. Genomic se-
quences are represented in the graph by paths, for
which the concatenation of labels form the respec-
tive sequences. Such structure allows to avoid the
redundancy of the dBG representation however The
construction of VG models is more computationally
resource-intensive and there are many possible vari-
ation graphs that represent a particular collection of
genomes. Two completely uninformative extremes
are: an empty graph with each node labeled with one
of the genome sequences, and a graph with 4 nodes
labeled with single letters.

In our work [1], we proposed an axiomatization of
the desirable properties inherent to a graph represen-
tation of a set of strings.

We introduced two crucial attributes for this rep-
resentation: k-completeness and k-faithfulness. Let
G be a VG and π a set of paths representing set
of input strings S. In simple terms, the represen-
tation is deemed k-complete if every k-mer in S is
depicted by the same path in the graph, and is k-
faithful if all multiple occurrences of the same vertex
in paths representing genome are essential to satisfy
k-completeness. To be more precise, the concept of
k-faithfulness is further elaborated through the fol-
lowing relationships:

Figure 1: Example of 3-complete and 3−faithful rep-
resentation of set of strings ATGA, CTGA ATGT.
Each 3-mer is represented by unique path. Oc-
currences of vertex TG in blue and black path are
directly 3-extendable to the path labeled by ATG
and occurences on red and black path are directly
3−extendable to the path labeled by TGA.

• The pair of occurrences of a vertex v is directly
k-extendable if both of these occurrences are en-
compassed within a shared subpath labeled with
a string of length ≥ k.

• The pair of occurrences of a vertex v is k-
extendable if there is a sequence of occurrences
of v that includes both occurrences from this pair
and each two consecutive elements in that se-
quence are directly k-extendable.

Consequently, we defined the representation as k-
faithful if every pair of occurrences of a vertex satis-
fies the condition of being k-extendable.

We proved the VG satisfying both these criteria
exist for every input set of strings. We showed
the uniqueness of such graph up to splitting of non
branching paths. Moreover, we described the algo-
rithm for building of such VG from dBG. Addition-
ally, it facilitates the seamless transfer of annotations
between both models and enables comparative anal-
yses of results derived from each respective model.

References
[1] Adam Cicherski and Norbert Dojer. From de bruijn

graphs to variation graphs – relationships between
pangenome models. June 2023. SPIRE2023: 30th
International Symposium on String Processing and In-
formation Retrieval.
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Wheeler maps
Adrián Goga1

joint work with

Andrej Baláž2, Travis Gagie3, Simon Heumos4,
Gonzalo Navarro5, Alessia Petescia2 and Jouni Sirén6

1 Department of Computer Science, Comenius University in Bratislava, Bratislava, Slovakia
2 Department of Applied Informatics, Comenius University in Bratislava, Bratislava, Slovakia

3 Faculty of Computer Science, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada
4 Quantitative Biology Center (QBiC), University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

5 Department of Computer Science, University of Chile, Santiago de Chile, Chile
6 Genomics Institute, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA, USA

Motivated by the challenges in pangenomic read
alignment, we propose a generalization of Wheeler
graphs [2] that we call Wheeler maps. A Wheeler
map stores a text T [1..n] and an assignment of tags
to the characters of T such that we can preprocess a
pattern P[1..m] and then, given i and j, quickly return
all the distinct tags labelling the first characters of the
occurrences of P[i.. j] in T .

For the applications that most interest us, charac-
ters with long common contexts are likely to have
the same tag, so we consider the number t of runs
in the list of tags sorted by their characters’ positions
in the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) of T . We
show how, given a straight-line program with g rules
for T , we can build an O(g+ r + t)-space Wheeler
map, where r is the number of runs in the BWT of
T , with which we can preprocess a pattern P[1..m] in
O(m logn) time and then return the k distinct tags for
P[i.. j] in the optimal O(k) time for any given i and
j. To this end, we combine the r-index machinery
[4] for compressed text indexing with the document
listing data structure of Muthukrishnan [3].

Furthermore, for a parameter f fixed at construc-
tion time, we show how we can efficiently report all
the distinct tags that each label at least f occurrences
of P[i.. j] in T . In addition, we also provide tech-
niques to efficiently count the number of distinct tags
of P[i.. j] and to list top-k most frequent tags that label
the occurrences of P[i.. j].

Our work provides a convenient middle ground be-
tween the problem of pattern matching on labeled
graphs, for which Equi et al. [1] showed it cannot
run in sub-quadratic time, and compressed text index-
ing, which is regarded as one of the success stories
in the field. In particular, our work allows efficient
locating of maximal exact matches (MEMs) – a pop-
ular choice for seeds in read alignment – to work on

pangenome graphs. Apart from most of the previous
work in the field, we do not place any restrictions on
the graph topology. The main virtue of our method is
that we do not discard any genomic variations present
in the data, nor do we introduce any chimeric varia-
tions that are absent in the data.

Acknowledgements. This work has been sup-
ported by the Comenius University grant for doctoral
students No. 406.
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Analysis and classification of long terminal repeat sequences from
plant LTR-retrotransposons - Abstract

Jakub Horváth1* Matej Lexa1†

Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Botanická 68A,
602 00 Brno-Královo Pole, Czech Republic

Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs) are repetitive DNA
sequences widely distributed throughout eukaryotic
genomes, found in particular abundance in retrotrans-
posons. A deeper understanding of the structural and
functional characteristics of LTRs is crucial for deci-
phering their role in genome evolution and their in-
volvement in disease mechanisms.

This research presents a comprehensive analysis
of frequently co-occurring motifs within LTRs and
employs increasingly complex classification meth-
ods for identifying LTR sequences. Specifically, this
study explores the use of a gradient boosting clas-
sifier, a neural network model that combines con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) and Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) networks, and an innova-
tive approach that uses a fine-tuned version of the
DNABERT[2] transformer architecture model called
LTRBERT[1].

In order to gain a deeper insight into the struc-
ture of LTRs and avoid treating the created mod-
els as black boxes, we employed several model in-
terpretability techniques, with the aim of uncover-
ing significant regions and features within these se-
quences.

Acknowledgements. This work has been sup-
ported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic
grant number GA21-00580S.
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The Bemisia tabaci commonly known as white fly,
is one of the major destructive pest which destroys
more than 600 crop species worldwide. It carries
more than 100 viruses in plants which interferes with
plant growth. This project aims to find novel lead
molecules using in silico approaches. The protein
ecdysone receptor (EcR) of B. tabaci is involved in
reproduction processes, metamorphosis and cell dif-
ferentiation. There is no homologous protein is found
in mammals which makes it an ideal insecticide tar-
get. There is no full-length experimental structure in
PDB. We modelled the full-length protein using Al-
phafold 2.2.0 [3]. The intrinsic disordered regions
were predicted using IDP predictor software, i.e. DE-
PICTER [1]. Further, we retrieved 32,552 bacterial
and fungal secondary metabolites from the npatlas 2.0
database [5] and then we docked each metabolite with
the MD simulated obtained last conformation of EcR
protein using idock 2.2.3 software [4]. We have set
a cut-off -10 kcal/mol binding energy and found 14
metabolites. We have redock these 14 metabolites
again with Autodock vina 1.1.2 [2] to validate idock
2.2.3 results and found an almost similar result with
minor deviations. These dockings were compared
with 20E, a natural hormone binding with EcR pro-
tein. Lastly, one compound K6323 with the most suit-
able scoring function were selected for 30 ns MD sim-
ulations of the protein complex with E20 and K6323
and compared with apo form of the protein. Further,
QMMM/GBSA-based binding energy was calculated
from 100 snapshots from MD simulation. The binding
energy of K6323 was found to be better than the nat-
ural inhibitor 20E. These computational predictions
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can be analyzed further experimentally.
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Transposable elements, including LTR retrotrans-
posons1, are mobile genetic elements constitute re-
markable portions of plant genomes and significantly
contribute to genome structure, size and regulation.
Because of high level of their mutual sequence sim-
ilarity and numerous insertions into one another,
the correct identification of full-length LTR retro-
tranpsons is a challenging bioinformatic task.

Figure 1: LTR retrotransposon scheme.

Introduction. Our software, TE-greedy-nester[1]
takes advantage of greedy algorithm wich allows to
mine increasingly fragmented copies of full-length
LTR retrotranposons. We found this tool to be su-
perior in computation time and full-length element
recovary in highly nested regions. Using TE-greedy-
nester we showed that e.g. nesting of LTR retroele-
ments is not random[2]; nested elements often have
lower LTR similarity than pre-existing ones[3]; TEs
fragmentation and LTR similarity differs in (i) low-
recombining Y chromosome of dioecious Silene lati-
folia; and (ii) in monocentric and holocentric chro-
mosomes of closely relative species of Juncaceae
family.

New features. Recent challenge is integration of
tools for detection of other types of repetitive ele-
ments (e.g., tandem repeats and Miniature Inverted
TEs – MITEs). Thererfore we redesigned the entire
codebase to support module implementation. There-
after, we included two other detection tools - Tandem
Repeat Finder[4] and MiteFinderII[5]; and conducted
a few initial testing runs on plant genomic sequences.

*jedlicka@ibp.cz
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LTR retrotransposons (Fig. 1) are mobile genetic
elements which play significant role in plant genome
structure, organization, and evolutionary dynamics.
Holocentricity represents an unusual and distinct
genome organization type (Fig. 2) which has inde-
pendently arisen at least five times in Angiosperms.
Expanded distribution of centromeric units in holo-
centrics affects the landscape of many genomic and
epigenomic features [1]. Our work shows how cen-
tromere organization type affects evolutionary foot-
prints of LTR retrotransposon activation, targeting
(insertion to specific chromosomal regions or to other
LTR retrotransposons), and degradation by analysing
element abundance, position, insertion time, nesting,
and elimination (presence of solo-LTRs) in plants
from Juncaceae family — monocentric Juncus ef-
fusus and holocentric Luzula sylvatica. Analysis of
this special type of chromosomes allows us to better
understand the factors and mechanisms forming ge-
nomic landscape in plants.

Figure 1: LTR retrotransposon structure. Element se-
quence consists of polypeptide genes gag, pol, and
in some cases env flanked by direct Long Terminal
Repeats (LTRs). Primer binding site (PBS) and Poly-
Purine Tract (PPT) are primer sequences for reverse
transcription. Insertion of the element also creates
short Target Site Duplication (TSD) of the target se-
quence

Methods. Full-length LTR retrotransposons were
identified in genome assemblies using TE-greedy-
nester software [3]. Insertion time (retrotransposon
age) of each element was calculated from 5’LTR and
3’LTR divergence [2]. Solo-LTRs were identified by

*kratka@ibp.cz

Figure 2: Centromere can be limited to a single
region of the chromosome (monocentric chromo-
somes — A) or distributed along the entire chromo-
some length (holocentric chromosomes — B)

(i) TE-greedy-nester module and (ii) annotation of
LTRs by Repeatmasker as reported in Ou et al. [4].
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HiC is a variant of DNA library preparation and
sequencing that can provide information about 3D ar-
rangement patterns in chromatin.

A typical HiC experiment involves cross-linking
chromatin in vivo, fragmenting it in vitro, ligating
the fragments in a proximity-dependent manner. Fi-
nally a library for paired-end sequencing is created
and sequenced by short read sequencing technology
[3]. The typical HiC data analysis today is to pre-
process HiC sequencing reads, map them to the clos-
est reference genome, and bin mapped pairs by ge-
nomic location to obtain a contact matrix that can be
visualized. Reliable tools and pipelines exist to carry
out such analyses [1].

We present three alternatives to the standard HiC
data processing:

• HiC Repeat Assembly Analysis (no mapping;
reads are clustered/assembled instead)

• HiC Annotation Analysis (read are mapped but
not binned by genomic location; binned by an-
notation instead),

• HiC Context Analysis (reads are mapped but not
binned; instead, local flanking features associ-
ated with all contacts are identified)

In studies of eukaryotic genomes, we encountered
biological questions that could be answered by anal-
ysis of HiC data, however, not by the standard pro-
cedures. Available alternatives fall into three distinct
categories (above). For example, in studies of repet-
itive fractions of plant genomes, reads originating in
repeats often cannot be reliably mapped to a unique
position in a genome. An alternative can be found in
clustering HiC reads together in a different manner
than by mapping to specific locations. The promise
of such alternative has already been shown on small
data sets, using a pipeline called HiC-TE [2]. Map-
ping of reads to reference can be ommited or modi-
fied, while binning to overcome high noise in the data
can be done according to other criteria than genomic
location, or not done at all. Figure 1 shows a dia-
grammatic overview of these alternatives.

*lexa@fi.muni.cz
†hegyihedi@gmail.com

Figure 1: Standard HiC data processing workflow
(A) and the three alternative analyses (B-D). Inter-
mediate data formats are shown in all caps. Ommited
standard steps are shown in grey.

Examples of alternative analyses will be given and
discussed.
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We present a new method for the identification of
plasmid contigs in short-read sequencing data pro-
duced from bacterial isolates. Identification of plas-
mids is an important and challenging problem related
to antimicrobial resistance spread and other One-
Health issues. Sequence assembly of short reads usu-
ally produces many short contigs, which exacerbates
the difficulty of the task. However, most assem-
blers also provide an assembly graph showing pos-
sible connections between these contigs.

Our method uses graph neural networks to propa-
gate information between long contigs that are easy
to classify and nearby short contigs whose classifi-
cation is very difficult (see Figure 1)). Most current
methods are unable to classify contigs shorter than
1000 bp, while our method can perform well on con-
tigs as short as 100 bp.

Another novel feature is the separation of plas-
mid and chromosome classification tasks, recogniz-
ing that some contigs are ambiguous, being parts of
both types of molecules. These ambiguous contigs
are an interesting subject for further study by them-
selves; our preliminary analysis of ambiguous con-
tigs in our datasets suggests that the majority of them
are related to transposons and phages. These mobile
elements can integrate into both plasmids and chro-
mosomes within a cell.

We have implemented our approach in an easy
to use tool, called plASgraph2. Training and non-
overlapping testing set included 140 and 224 short-
read assemblies respectively from the ESKAPEE
group of bacterial pathogenic species. In our tests,
plASgraph2 outperforms Platon and PlasForest on
the plasmid classification task. While plASgraph2
does not use any database or homology-based infor-
mation, both Platon and PlasForest rely on such ad-
ditional information, which is particularly useful for
longer contigs. Yet accuracy of plASgraph2 is close
to these tools even when evaluated on longer contigs.

We have developed our tool so that training of the
machine learning component is species-agnostic, and

Figure 1: Contig classification in the assembly
graph of C.freundii isolate SAMN15148288. Chro-
mosomal contigs are colored in blue, plasmid contigs
in green, and ambiguous contigs in black.

further experiments show that it can be applied suc-
cessfuly to species that were not included in the train-
ing set. Thus it is an important step towards identifi-
cation of previously unknown plasmids, which can be
critical for diverse epidemiologic surveillance needs.
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